Images don't show when expanded to full view.

Description:

Problem in image gallery browsing - images don't show - a javascript issue?

The default image set for the 'preview' image is an image called imagestest.gif I guess javascript fanciness is intended to replace this value with the real source value

If I'm right, this would be asking for bugs, compared to actually providing the value in the page contents - what if people don't have javascript?

This error can be seen in my original installation (assuming I don't fix it somehow) at http://cefn.com/cefntiki/tiki-browse_image.php?galleryId=5&sort_mode=created_desc&desp=0&offset=0&imageId=50

The images DO show when navigating them via the gallery (as thumbnails), if you include them as images in pages, or if you manually launch a slideshow by clicking on the Eye icon.